
-Submit the form by 10:00 pm the day BEFORE the time you chose. 

-You have to bring evidence that you studied

-You can request up to 2 learning targets at a time.

* Required

*

Select an opening for your email:

I hope you are having a lovely, wonderful day. I was thinking, I would like to reassess Learning Target *

Include number & title

Here is where I had a misconception or a mistake in my understanding previously: *

Describe specifically what was the misconception or mistake for EACH learning target you are requesting to reassess. Example: For learning

target xxx I did....... For learning target xyx I thought that........

This is what I did to help me understand the learning target better: (you must choose AT LEAST 3 options) *

After I corrected my old quiz, I also did some extra practice to sharpen my skills. For example, I did these things: (remember that you must (a)

do significant, meaningful practice & (b) You must bring this practice with you & show it to me)

 Practice problems from the book & checked my answers in the back

 Came in for help outside of class time

 Khan Academy Videos http://bit.ly/16oGX2K or other review web site

 looked over my notes, vocabulary, and homework

 I asked for help from someone else

 I created pictures or other visuals

 I formed or participated in a study group with other students

 I asked MRs. B for & completed additional practice worksheet

 I reviewed my skill quiz & made notes on my mistakes

 Other: 

I would like to reassess on: *

at this time: *

If you chose other above enter when here:

I understand that the teacher decides whether to grant me the opportunity for a reassessment. I also understand that my second score will

replace the first score, better or worse, and that it is my responsibility to ensure that I do better on the reassessment by taking advantage of

at least one of the many ways to get help. *

*

Put your First and Last name here

*

Which class / period are you in?
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